DSC-840HDCI
Quatro DVB-T/T2/C/S/S2/S2X to QAM HD remux
modulator
User Manual

1. Purpose of use
DSC-840CIHD is HD compatible remux modulator designed for a processing four TV signals (DVBS/S2/T/T2/C) into 1 … 4 QAM /(DVB-C) multiplex.
2. Installation
The connections are shown in Fig 1.

1.CAM slots 1 and 3
2.CAM slots 2 and 4
3.Not used
4.F-female for input of tuners, a= tuner4, b=tuner3, c=tuner2 and d=tuner1
5.RJ 45 connector to PC , factory defaut address: 192.168.0.145
6.RF OUTPUT
DSC-840 is mounted directly on the 19 inch cabinet. Do not cover the air passage holes.
Signal from LNB or antenna is fed to F-female connectors 4 a,b,c and d.
Maximum total current of LNB connector is 250 mA.
NOTE! LNB supply voltage must be fed only from one tuner to each LNB. For other receivers must be selected
Power OFF or use DC-blocked splitters.
Power voltage is connected to the left side AC connector.
PC is connected to RJ 45 connectors with ethernet cable.

DSC-840HDCI Configuration
The device is configured via the graphical user interface of the integrated web interface.
To access the user interface, you need a standard PC/laptop with a network interface and the actual version of the installed web browser.
To connect the network interface of the module to the computer, you need a commercially available network cable.
The HTTP protocol is used for communication allowing a worldwide remote maintenance of the systems at various locations via the
Internet. Access protection is implemented by means of the password prompt.
The DSC-840HDCI features have four tuners, four modulators and one HF output. Every unit has its own web interface and its own static
IP address. The following values are preset ex factory:
DSC-840HDCI:

IP address, left side:

192.168.0.145

Subnet mask:

255.255.255.0.

The computer and the module must be in the same subnetwork. The network part of the IP address of the computer must be set to
192.168.0. and the subnet mask must be set to 255.255.255.0.
The host part of the network address is required for the identification of the devices and can be assigned in the subnetwork only once.
You can allocate to the computer any not allocated host address between 0 and 255.
Change the IP address and the subnet mask of your computer accordingly.
(e.g.: IP address:192.168.0.11 and subnet mask: 255.255.255.0)
Control panel > Network connections > LAN connection >Properties > Internet protocol version 4 TCP/IPv4 > Properties > Use the
following IP address:

•Click OK to save.
•Start your web browser and enter the IP address of the module: e.g.: 192.168.0.145.

•Login and logout
The web-based user interface is protected against unauthorized access. When accessing the user interface, the first thing is the
password request.
•Enter the default password: Ramsen8262

•Click the button ENTER PASSWORD .
•If you are not automatically forwarded to the start page,
click then the button OPEN PAGE .

In the header, the user can choose the language of the user interface. The possibilities are German (DE) and English (EN). The standard
language of the user interface is English. The chosen language applies until the end of the session.

•To log out, click the button LOG OUT in the header of the website. In the browser, the message "Goodbye!“ appears.
Notes:
•If the browser is closed while you are still logged in, an automatic logout occurs 2.5 minutes later.
•If the browser window stays open, there is no automatic logout. It allows monitoring the installation via the web browser.

Changing the password:
•Please change the password immediately after the first commissioning and choose a sufficiently safe password. Keep this password at
a safe place.
•Menu item: Maintenance > Set new password (see 3.6 on page 26)
Changing the IP address:
If needed, the modules can be integrated in a network. For this application, some changes must be applied to the network configuration.
•Menu item Maintenance > System Options (see 3.6 on page 26)

•Front page
The relevant information required for the function of the system are shown on the front page. The decisive thing is the quality of the input
signals and the utilization of the modulators.

•Bit error rate
The bit error rate of all four SAT IF tuners is shown on the left side. The amount of bit errors for the last 1,000,000 transferred bits is
calculated.

•Fill level
The fill level of all four modulators is shown on the right side. 100% modulator fill level correspond to the maximal net data rate of the
output channel.
If the current fill level exceeds the maximal fill level, it may cause image disturbances, e.g. mosaic images.
The data rates of the programmes are not constant. They are dynamically changed by the sender. To ensure an undisturbed reception, a
reserve must absolutely be observed.
We recommend you to set the maximal fill level to 90%.
The number of choosen programmes (see 3.4 on page 19) and the configuration of the modulators (see 3.5 on page 22) have an
influence to the fill level.

•Initialization
The initialization is subdivided in 3 configuration phases.
Phase 1: Tuners.
•LNB settings, DiSEqC settings,
•Transponder frequency and transponder search run.
Phase 2: Chosse of programmes, programme arrangement.
•Multiplexing after programme filtering (Remux mode)
•Transponder crossing multiplexing of FTA programmes (Cross-Multiplex mode)
•LCN (Logical Channel Numbering)
Phase 3: Modulators.
•Channel spacing, output channel, fine calibration and output level.
•Modulation, code rate, guard interval, transmission mode.

•Initialization phase 1
During the first phase of the initialization, the tuner settings required for the scan are made and the station scanning is carried out. The
four tuners work independently from each other and after the same principle.

•DVB-S / -S2 / -S2X

•Choose the tuner with the button Tuner 1…4 .
•Configure the needed settings for all tuners.
The SAT IF frequency of the
transponder is entered in the input field
"Frequency (MHz)".
The input fields "LOF Low Band
(MHz)" and "LOF High Band (MHz)"
correspond to the oscillator frequencies
of the LNB in low and high band.
The default settings of the oscillator
frequencies are 9,750 MHz for the low
band and 10,600 MHz for the high
band.
In the optional field "Polarisation", you
can switch from horizontal to vertical.
In the optional field "DiSEqC", the
DiSEqC command signals can be
turned off or set to switch a DiSEqCenabled multi switch on the positions 1
to 4.
If required, the operating voltage for the
LNB can be switched off via the
optional field "LNB power supply".
By default "PLS mode" has value None
and "Stream ID" is empty. When
received DVB-S2X multistreams also
correct PLS/MIS parameters must be
entered. "PLS mode" can be Root or
Gold. "PLS code" can be 6 digits and
"Stream ID" 3 digits (0-255).

•After all settings have been made, click the button SCAN .
A rotating circle is shown on the right side during the scanning process.

•
•DVB-C, DVB-T or DVB-T2 (for multi tuner modules)

•Select any tuner by the help of the buttons Tuner 1…4 .
•Before connecting an antenna cable to an according tuner, the LNB Power has to be set to off
•Enter the center frequency (see table below) for the receiving channel into the field FREQ (MHz).
Note: All other entry fields
are not relevant. Modulation
and all other important
parameter for reception are
detected automatically.

Channel
S 21
S 22
S 23
S 24
S 25
S 26
S 27
S 28
S 29
S 30
S 31
S 32
S 33
S 34
S 35
S 36
S 37

Input
306
314
322
330
338
346
354
362
370
378
386
394
402
410
418
426
434

Channel
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Input
474
482
490
498
506
514
522
530
538
546
554
562
570
578
586
594
602

Channel
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Input
634
642
650
658
666
674
682
690
698
706
714
722
730
738
746
754
762

Channel
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Input
794
802
810
818
826
834
842
850
858

S 38
S 39
S 40
S 41

442
450
458
466

38
39
40

610
618
626

58
59
60

770
778
786

Note: The center frequeny of channels using a bandwith of 7MHz will be rounded down to 3 full digits.
For example: center frequency of CH 5 = 177,5 MHz, the according input = 177.

•Bit error rate
The BIT ERROR RATE is shown in the middle area. The amount of bit errors for the last 1,000,000 transferred bits is calculated.

•Found programmes
After a successful station scanning, the radio and TV stations are shown in the area "FOUND PROGRAMS". The table contains
information about programme type and encoding.

•Initialization phase 2
In the initialization phase 2, the found programmes are subdivided by tuner. The programme name, the programme type and information
about the encryption are shown.
After the station scanning in initialization phase 1 no assignment to a output modulator has been done. The output channels of the
modulators still have no programme.
All lines of the programme table have in the "Modulator" column four colored buttons M1 to M4. The buttons correspond to the four
modulators. The allocation of the buttons is given in the COLOR CODES legend.
You can assign programmes to modulators in remux mode or in cross multiplex mode.
Important:
•With each programme you asign to an modulator, the data rate rises.

•The performed modifications are only taken over by the system when you click the button

SAVE CHANGES .

•Remux mode
If the transport stream IDs of the four modulators and the network ID are set on "auto", the module works in the Remux mode. In this
mode, the IDs from the set transponder and from the satellite are used and forwarded to the modulators with virtually no changes.

Assigning programmes
Every tuner is assigned to a modulator. The programmes of the tuner can only be assigned to the associated modulator.
•Click onto the modulator button, the programme is assigned to the modulator.
•For example click in table TUNER 1 on the button M1.
The programme is assigned to modulator 1. The button of the modulator is highlighted in color.

•Chose the programmes for TUNER 1 to TUNER 4.
A new click on a button allow the assignment to be canceled. The modulator buttons fades then again.

•Scrambled programmes
Scrambled programmes are indicated by the abbreviation CA in the column Encryption. They can be forwarded in encrypted form.

•Cross Multiplex Mode
The cross multiplex mode is used:

•To split the programmes of a transonder to several modulators.
•To merge pogams of several transponders into one output channel.
Transmission capacities in the distribution networks can be optimized.

•Change the network ID to a value greater than zero.
The IDs of the transport streams are automatically incremented by one to four, the cross multiplex mode is activated.

Assigning programmes to the modulators
In the cross multiplex mode, the tuners are no longer assigned to the modulators.

•Click the table Tuner 1 and in the table Tuner 3 on the buttons M1.
The three programmes are assigned to modulator 1.

Importend:
•The cross multiplex mode can not be used for CA programmes.
•A splitted transponder works like two transponders.
•If you use the cross multiplex mode in several modules, the network IDs of the modules have to be different.

•LCN (Logical Channel Numbering)
During the scan of TV stations, the stations are usually saved in the sequence of the channel lists in tuner 1-4. The LCN function enables
channel allocation for the station scan of the TV devices. The TV device must support the LCN function.
LCN can be used in REMUX as well as in Cross-Multiplex-Mode.
•Insert the desired LCN into the input field.
Example: [Your favorite station] on channel 1, [Your second favorite station] on channel 2 and so on. To delete the allocation, the LCN
number in the corresponding field must be deleted.

When all settings in the station list have been made, click the button SAVE CHANGES .

•Initialization phase 3
In phase 3, the modulators are configured.
After assigning programmes to the modulator the fill level has to be conntrolled. With the parameters of the modulator, the datarate can in
certain circumstances be reduced.

•Configuration of the modulator
•Output channel:
The first modulator can be set to any output channel between S2 and CH 69. The other three modulators are automatically set by
incrementing the output channels in accordance with the chosen channel spacing.
For example:
modulator 1
= Channel 21
modulators 2, 3 and 4
= Channels 22, 23 and 24

DVB-C Constellation: Can be set on QAM 64 or up on Q256.
Output level , from max 20 to min 0, also the mux can be set OFF by output level adjustment.

•Maintenance
The menu entry Maintenance enables software updates, changing the IP address, changing the password, restarting the module and
erasing service data.

Important: If you stay on the maintenance page for more than 2.5 minutes, an automatic logout will occur and you will have to repeat the
login procedure.

•Updating firmware/software
New software for the interface can be installed under Software File.
Software updates are available at | Download.
The module will be automatically rebooted after an update. The setted parameters will not be lost after an update.

•Changing the IP address
The IP address, Netmask and the Gateway can be changed in the menu Maintenance > System Options. The SAVE CHANGES button
confirms and saves the changes.

When the IP address has been changed, the device will boot automatically and the new IP address will be entered in the web browser.
When completed, the enter password dialog will be displayed.

•Changing the password
The default password should be changed right after commissioning the module. The default password can be changed in the menu
Maintenance > Set New Password.
The default password is: Ramsen8262.
Any new password must be 8-10 characters (letters and/or digits) long.
After changing the password, the module must be rebooted.
After this the user must log in with the new password.

•Rebooting
Clicking the Reboot button reboots the module. After rebooting, the password must be entered again.

Note: If SAT signals are temporarily unavailable (e.g. due to snow), the module will reboot every 10 minutes. This ensures that all
configured programmes will be available once the signal becomes available again.

•Erasing service data
Clicking the Erase Service Data button will erase the settings from phase 2. The transponder data must be read again for tuners 1-4 by
executing a scan.

•Save Initialization Data
In the section SAVE SYSTEM INITILIZATION DATA TO FILE you can save the current initilization data from phase 1 to 3 into a file on
your computer.

•Click ob SAVE.
The data will be saved in a file called config.dat at the download folder on your computer.
•Click ob PDF TO PRINT.
A PDF will be generated and saved in a file called config.pdf at the download folder on your computer.
Note: Password and IP adress will not be saved.

•Upload Initialization Data
In the section UPLOAD SYSTEM INITILIZATION DATA FROM FILE you can upload the initiaization data from a file to the modul.

•Choose a configuration file.
•Click on UPLOAD.
The upload will take a few seconds.
After the upload you have to log in again.

•Device name
In the section DEVICE NAME you can set a new device name for the module.

•Enter a name in the field SET NEW DEVICE NAME.
•Click on SAVE CHANGES.
The new device name is shown at the login.

